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Jeff T

on
08/23/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Toughest gun I've ever shot... I've run about 1500 rounds through it and it's never let me down.... It's a boat anchor and not pretty, but it puts rounds down-range. 











Alford M

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a solid handgun for those on a budget. Nicely balanced (for the weight to offset the recoil).Shoots as straight as you can see. You’re not going to be disappointed with this purchase. There are better looking, better firing handguns for those with bigger budgets. But, it will fulfill its purpose with great reliability. 











Stuart P

on
02/14/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I couldn't make this gun fail but its ugly 











Jason C

on
02/20/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










nice cheap gun on the heavier side though 











Javier S

on
01/19/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very good for home defense not really for everyday carry it's a monster, but solid. Just give lots of cleaning to keep it running smooth. 











Clayton P

on
12/06/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










bought just to buy, you get what you pay for. Have only shot 10 rounds and stored away. I guess you could say good gun for the money, but I would not trust my life to it 











Wayne T

on
11/22/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pistol for the money. Cycles great and is very accurate. Don't be scared off by the low price. This pistol has a life time warranty. Shot ball and JHP hollow points with no problem. The only issue is the pistol is difficult to disassemble. As always, great experience with Buds!! 











Robert M

on
10/11/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










It's heavy, big & ugly but I wouldn't want to be within reach down range. It's accurate. putting a 3" group at 50 yards and I don't shoot that much anymore. was within 8" and on target at 100 yds. Freehand!!!! less recoil than on my 9mm. don't let the negative reviews scare you off. wouldn't call it a carry piece because of the weight but a lot of fun to shoot. 











Peyton M

on
08/09/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was a little suspicious about this gun given all of the other reviews along with the price and overall shape of the gun. This was the first 45 caliber handgun I have ever owned and I have to say after shooting a few rounds through it, I love it! It is on the heavier side, but once you aim with it it feels smooth and doesn't kick as much as you'd expect. Sweet gun! Love the price! Thanks Buds! 











Brad H

on
05/01/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Shot like a dream, no issues. Ran two different kinds of ammo and it shot very accurate. Great gun. 











Joel S

on
04/01/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The gun which everyone loves to hate. I had good turn around from Bud's as usual.I own four hi-Points in various calibers. All purchased from Bud's. I never have been disappointed. This pistol shots well and had no FTF or FTE in 100 rounds of 230 grain standard ball target ammo. It is a conversation piece. I changed out the grips with a set of ivory textured grips which I had made. Improve the grip and purchase of the gun. The gun came with a ghost ring option. I choose to leave the three dot high vis. sights. It will never be a match or even a carry gun. Just fun to shoot and a conversation piece. 











Tracy B

on
03/11/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










i love this gun,as odd as it is...for the price it shoots great its accurate and no problems after500 or so rounds,great guarantee and made in the u.s. and Buds guns is great very fashipping and flawless transaction ,thanks.. 











Joshua T

on
03/07/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Recieved the gun today and its the best $160 I have ever spent....put 30 rounds through it no problems and accurate right out of the box. 











Michael P

on
10/19/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have been waiting to buy this pistol for over a year, worried about the reviews I have heard have kept me from purchasing, I bought the carbine and loved it and figured what would be greater then 1 mag that fit my rifle or pistol, so I finally broke down and bought 1, no regrets except waiting so long, 1st time at the range with 50 rounds thru it with no ftl, ftf or fte, I love this gun, I was banging out 3 inch groups at 25 yards and that was with cheap ammo, 110% satisfied, thanks Buds 











Adam S

on
09/11/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a tremendous weapon. The gun functions great. I shot 24/27 in a 3" group at 20 yards. I put 100 rounds through the gun with zero issues. I purchased 2 additional magazines and was pleased with the way they fed. The weapon is heavy but that actually helps to reduce recoil. I have told friends about my experience and recommended buying this gun, as well as purchasing from Bud's. 











Joseph F

on
09/04/2014




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










On this I give Bud's 5 stars but Hi-Point gets 1. I received my hi-point from Bud's very fast and the transaction was great. I cleaned up the gun and took it to my range. The gun would not fire at all. It dimpled the factory ammo but did not go bang. I then contacted Hi-Point to return for repair. The shipping cost me $65 to send back to the manufacturer and they offered me a free mag to make up for the inconvenience. I know this is a cheap gun but I was upset the shipping was almost as much as the gun and they seemed to not care. Needless to say this is my last Hi-Point. 











Aaron E

on
07/20/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a great gun! I've fired several boxes of ammo through this gun and I'm happy to say no problems at all and accurate too! I will defiantly be purchasing another Hi Point soon. Thanks Buds, for the great service. 











Thomas B

on
06/14/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First off, this Hi Point 45 ACP is a brick. A big, bad hunk of kick ass in the palm of your hand. As for ugly, well it is the most beautiful thing on the planet when pointed at an intruder and in their eyes, this hunk of bullett slinging metal looks like death in the form of a CANNON! Fired over 500 rounds and only a hand full of FTFs (damn cheap ammo). For those with weaks wrists, the gun is heavy enough to limit the recoil to that of a 9mm and those with tree tunk hands, this monster feels like it was made for the green giant himself. If you are are a hatter of this weapon, all I can say is buy looser panties because the ones you have on are in a bunch! Final words, this weapon is a mans weapon. It is big, heavy, loud and POWERFUL! Oh, and comes with a lifetime, no questions asked warranty. 











Joseph P

on
06/05/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This a good cheap gun that goes bang. Its not a glock,that being said this the second hi point i own. I enjoy the low muzzle flip. The weight seems heavy til pick up similar guns. If your on a budget i would recommend this. 











James Richard Michael J

on
05/30/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










so far the process have been a breeze. i like the fact that u have the chance to track your order every move. now im just waiting onm the drop off. then let the fun begin... 











Mark K

on
05/09/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As we all know, Bud's is fantastic on shipping, prices, and service. Now for the gun- Wow, it is awesome looking! Ugly (well, kinda), heavy, and just sweet. I call mine Hulk. I happen to love Hi Point guns a lot, owning a C9 and a 40 S&W. I wanted the 45 for a while and saw the drab olive one, and had to have it. It exceeds my expectations. I took it shooting and shot over 250 rounds without a single malfunction- all my Hi Point guns have been this reliable, never once having a single issue in 1000's of rounds between all of them. Forget conceal carrying this or the 40, I have tried and I don't see it happening (I do conceal carry the C9 daily easily, however). If you want to try out a 45 and are on the fence, take the plunge and go for this one, you will not be disappointed. I always wipe down the gun before shooting, and adjust the mag lips just a hare, and have never had any kind of problem, and have shot nearly every kind of cheap ammo through them. I would trust my life to these guns, don't let the rich gun folks try to sway you. I also own several Glock pistols as well, so I know quality guns quite well. Hi Points come with lifetime warranties, so if there is any kind of problem they will take care of you. Seriously., get one of these if you are curious, you won't regret it, and it WILL bring a smile to your face. 











Ronald L

on
05/06/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an outstanding gun for its price. shot 100 rounds w/ no problems. If you are on a budget and looking for a decent .45 / club,(it is a little heavy, but helps the recoil some) look no further. This is one fun pistol to shoot and you wont be disappointed at Buds excellent service and shipping. Happy shooting! 











Dwain B

on
11/03/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've had this pistol for two weeks and have put 300 rounds through it without a single problem. This thing is so ugly it's almost beautiful. For the money, I don't think you could buy a better .45. I'm shooting 2 inch groups at 25 yards which is all I ever expect for this gun. I pity the fool who breaks in and has to look down the barrel of this Hi Point. They won't walk away happy. 











Michael N

on
10/08/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great .45 ACP at a fantastic value. I've been using MagTech ammunition with no problems whatsoever. The ammo is expensive, which is exactly why I didn't want to spend a lot of money on a 45. It's too pricey for me to shoot this all time but when I do this Hi Point is a pleasure. This gun shoots with authority and is a blast and it didn't cost me 500-800 dollars like many 45s. The springs in the mags are a bit cheap and will probably wear out relatively quickly but everything else is tough and reliable. New mags are only 14 to 20 dollars anyways. Overall a great price with a lifetime warranty. This is literally a no risk purchase. 











Ranissa T

on
09/12/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










fired great. 50 rounds no jams or missfeeds. pretty heavy but greatly helps reduce recoil 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community

Email Us
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